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Active control of a rivulet of a nematic liquid crystal is achieved by local modification of
the effective viscosity with an applied electric field. Specifically, using the nematic 5CB,
control of the free surface of the rivulet is achieved through manipulation of the effective
viscosity induced by the competition of moments due to viscous shear stress alignment and
electric field alignment. The experimentally observed dependencies of the rivulet height on
the volume flux and the strength of the applied electric field are successfully captured by a
theoretical model based on the Ericksen-Leslie equations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The controlled manipulation of the free surface of a rivulet at micron and millimeter scales plays
an important role in many industrial and technological applications. Examples range from industrial
coating processes [1] to recently developed open microfluidic-based laboratory-on-a-chip platforms
[2,3], microelectronic cooling systems [4], and biomedical devices [5]. Moreover, active control
and manipulation of free surfaces can also advance the understanding of physical effects (e.g.,
meandering instabilities in rivulet flow [6–8]), possibly allowing the investigation of otherwise
inaccessible unstable free surfaces. Non-Newtonian rivulets are often studied under isothermal
conditions (e.g., theoretical studies of classical non-Newtonian fluids, such as power-law fluids
[9–12], Herschel-Bulkley fluids [13], generalized Newtonian fluids [14], and viscoelastic fluids
[15]); however, thermal effects play a key role in many real-world situations, such as manufacturing
[16,17] and geophysics [18]. Experimental [19] and theoretical [20,21] studies have examined
temperature-dependent viscosity effects; however, temperature-dependent control remains difficult
due to slow response times, environmental temperature fluctuations, and changes to the physical
properties of the liquid being studied.
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In the present work, we show that active control of the free surface of a rivulet of nematic
liquid crystal can be achieved by local modification of the effective viscosity with an applied
electric field. Specifically, control of the free surface is achieved through manipulation of the
effective viscosity induced by the competition of moments due to viscous shear stress alignment
and electric field alignment. Electric-field-induced changes to the local viscosity of a nematic occur
upon application of an electric field due to the reorientation of the average molecular orientation,
termed the director, and the director-orientation dependence of the nematic viscosity [22,23]. This
orientation dependence of the viscosity is parametrized by four Miesiowicz viscosities: η1 when
the director is aligned in the flow direction; η2 when the director is aligned in the shear gradient
direction; the isotropic viscosity η3 when the director is aligned perpendicular to both the flow
direction and the shear gradient direction; and the viscosity η12 that plays a role when the director
is aligned in any direction that is not one of the three fundamental directions mentioned previously.
Under the influence of a shear gradient, the director aligns at a specific angle to the flow direction,
called the Leslie angle and denoted by θL, and the corresponding effective viscosity is denoted
by ηL [23]. It is the competition between the electric field and flow-aligning effects that provides
controllability of the effective viscosity, which in turn provides controllability of the free surface of
the rivulet. In our experiments, we use the nematic 4-cyano-4-pentylbiphenyl (CAS 40817-08-1),
henceforth referred to by its common name of “5CB,” which has orientation-dependent effective
viscosity, and show that significant changes in the effective viscosity can be created in a localized
region of the flow under isothermal conditions while keeping the other physical properties of the
liquid constant.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Experimentally we observed the flow of a straight-sided pinned nematic rivulet of 5CB on a
borosilicate transparent glass substrate of dimensions 75 mm × 25 mm in the x̂ and ŷ axes inclined
at an angle α = 25◦ to the horizontal with the ẑ axis normal to the substrate located at z = 0, as
shown in Fig. 1.

The substrate was coated with a transparent conducting indium tin oxide layer (ITO; 75 nm
thickness and 75 �/sq resistivity), creating a continuous ITO electrode on the substrate. A second
borosilicate transparent glass substrate was positioned at z = H and was coated with an identical
conducting ITO layer in a rectangular patch of dimensions 15 mm × 25 mm. The two substrates,
henceforth referred to as the lower and upper substrates, were separated by a polymeric spacer
of thickness H = 1.1 mm to ensure an air gap from the free surface to the upper substrate. A
wetting strip of constant semiwidth a (2a = 1.8 mm) was created on the lower substrate, causing the
rivulet to have pinned contact lines at y = ±a. The strip comprised a self-assembled monolayer of
OTS [trichloro(octyl) silane; CAS 5283-66-9] which provides a moderately low surface energy,
surrounded by a self-assembled monolayer of PFOCTS (trichloro[1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl]
silane; CAS 78560-45-9) which provides a very low surface energy and therefore resists wetting
by the 5CB. A constant volume flux Q of 5CB was established in the x direction on the wetting strip
using a flow microcontroller, creating a rivulet of 5CB. The air–5CB free surface has previously
been shown to have homeotropic preferred alignment [24], i.e., a preferred alignment normal to the
free surface. Additionally, the wetting strip was also shown to have homeotropic preferred alignment
by observing a static droplet of 5CB on the wetting strip under crossed polarizers. A high-frequency
ac sine-wave voltage Vac ( f = 10 kHz; rms voltage henceforth denoted V ) was applied between the
ITO electrodes using a waveform generator connected to a voltage amplifier, which produced an
electric field E in the z direction. A high-frequency ac (rather than a dc) voltage was used to avoid
shielding by mobile ionic species that are inevitably present in the nematic, and thus ensure full
penetration of the electric field into the rivulet [25].

Experimental images of a top view and a side view of the rivulet were recorded using two CMOS
cameras. Specifically, as shown in Fig. 1, the top-view camera (fitted with a 10× objective lens)
imaged the rivulet in the z direction and the side-view camera (fitted with a 5× objective lens)
imaged the rivulet in the y direction.
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FIG. 1. (a) A side view and (b) a front view of a straight-sided pinned nematic rivulet of 5CB on a substrate
inclined at an angle α to the horizontal. The lower substrate is coated with a continuous ITO electrode at z = 0
with electric potential U = 0, the upper substrate is coated with a rectangular patch ITO electrode at z = H
with electric potential U = V , and the applied ac sine-wave voltage Vac produces the electric field E. The front
view shows the wetting strip of constant semiwidth a on the lower substrate consisting of a strip of moderately
low surface energy OTS surrounded by very low surface energy PFOCTS. The x̂, ŷ, and ẑ axes, the free surface
of the rivulet z = h(y), and the maximum height of the free surface hmax are also shown.

The unavoidable degradation and contamination of the wetting strip, resulting in overspill at its
straight edges, necessitated regular device disassembly and reassembly between sets of measure-
ments. The best tolerances of the values of a, α, and H (including the cell uniformity) that could be
obtained was 2a = 1.80 ± 0.09 mm, α = 25.0 ± 1.3◦, and H = 1.10 ± 0.11 mm.

After an initial transient, the maximum height of the free surface, henceforth denoted hmax,
attained a constant value that depends upon the value of Q. Experimental images of the rivulet
under different combinations of the volume flux (Q = 250, 500, and 1000 nL s−1) and the voltage
(V = 0 V and V = 1000 V) are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. In particular, the values
of the fluid velocity at the centerline of the free surface, where the maximum velocity within the
rivulet occurs, denoted by umax, are shown and indicated by the white arrows. This velocity was
determined by tracking the movement of dust particles moving down the centerline of the rivulet
using a particle imaging velocimetry technique. Note that the lighter white stripe that is visible in
the side view of the rivulet for Q = 1000 nL s−1 is an optical artifact due to the refraction of the
edge of the substrate that lies between the rivulet and the light source. The variation in the maximum
height of the free surface hmax was analyzed using MATLAB and IMAGEJ [26,27].

In the absence of the applied voltage (i.e., when V = 0 V), the moments due to viscous shear
stress produce the well-known flow-alignment behavior [23], as indicated in Fig. 2(c), which shows
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FIG. 2. Experimental images of (a) a top view and (b) a side view of the rivulet under different combi-
nations of the volume flux (Q = 250, 500, and 1000 nL s−1) and the voltage (V = 0 V and V = 1000 V). In
(a) the white bidirectional arrow shows the width of the rivulet and the end bars indicate the positions of the
pinned contact lines at y = ±a. In (b) the rivulet is above the dashed black line and its reflection in the lower
substrate is below it, as labeled in the Q = 500 nL s−1 with V = 1000 V panel, and the values of umax are
shown. (c) A schematic diagram of a side view of a representative director profile (white ellipsoids) and fluid
velocity (solid black arrows) along the centerline of the rivulet (y = 0) under different combinations of the
volume flux (Q = 250, 500, and 1000 nL s−1) and the voltage (V = 0 V and V = 1000 V). The fluid velocity
at the centerline of the free surface, where the maximum velocity within the rivulet occurs, is shown by the
white arrows in (a) and (b). A scale bar of 0.2 mm is shown with a black bar in each image of (a) and with a
white bar in each image of (b).

a schematic diagram of a side view of a representative director profile (white ellipsoids) and fluid
velocity (solid black arrows) along the centerline of the rivulet (y = 0).

In the presence of the applied voltage (specifically for 0 V < V � 1000 V in the present experi-
ments), since 5CB has a positive dielectric anisotropy �ε = 11.5 [23], the moments due to electric
field alignment act to align the director parallel to the ẑ axis in the bulk of the rivulet. As mentioned
in Sec. I, the effective viscosity of the rivulet when the director is aligned at the Leslie angle is given
by ηL, and the effective viscosity of the rivulet when the director is aligned in the shear gradient
direction (i.e., parallel to the ẑ axis) is given by η2, which is larger than ηL [28], and hence the
presence of the applied electric field increases the effective viscosity of the rivulet. Specifically, the
application of the voltage to the system creates competition between the moments due to viscous
shear stress alignment and electric field alignment that increases the effective viscosity of the rivulet,
decreasing the fluid velocity, and hence leading to an increase in the maximum height of the free
surface of the rivulet, as shown in Fig. 2(b) and also indicated in Fig. 2(c).

III. THEORETICAL MODEL

In order to model and further understand the dependence of the height of the free surface
of the rivulet on the problem parameters theoretically, we employ the well-established Ericksen-
Leslie theory for the nematic, within which the average molecular orientation is described by the
nematic director n, and Gauss’ law for the electric potential [23]. Motivated by the experimental
setup, we assume that the rivulet is uniform in the x direction, and hence that the system is
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described by the height of the free surface z = h(y) of the rivulet, the nematic director n(y, z) =
cos θ (y, z) cos φ(y, z) x̂ + cos θ (y, z) sin φ(y, z) ŷ + sin θ (y, z) ẑ, where θ is the angle between n and
the xy plane and φ is the angle between the projection of n onto the xy plane and the x̂ axis, the
electric potential U (y, z), the fluid velocity u(y, z) = u(y, z)x̂ + v(y, z)ŷ + w(y, z)ẑ, and the effective
pressure p̃(y, z) = pa + p(y, z) + ω(n,U ), where pa is the constant atmospheric pressure, p is the
usual fluid pressure minus atmospheric pressure, and ω is the free-energy density [23]. The director
angles θ and φ are often termed the tilt and twist angles, respectively. No-slip and no-penetration
conditions are assumed at the substrate, as well as normal and tangential stress balances and the
kinematic condition at the free surface. The contact lines are assumed to be pinned at y = ±a.
Together with the prescribed electric potentials at the lower and upper electrodes, U = 0 and U = V ,
respectively, we assume continuity of the electric potential and of the normal component of the
electric displacement field at the free surface. As mentioned in Sec. I, the Miesowicz viscosities of
the nematic are denoted by η1, η2, η3 (the isotropic viscosity) and η12 and its rotational and torsional
viscosities by γ1 and γ2 = η1 − η2 [23].

Since the transverse (i.e., the z-y) aspect ratio of the rivulet is small in the experiments, we use
the standard lubrication approximation for a thin rivulet with prescribed volume flux [29–31], and
nondimensionalize the governing equations so that y, z, u, v, w, p, and U are scaled with l , δl , U , V ,
W , P , and V , respectively, where l = [σ/(ρg)]1/2 is the capillary length, δ = [η3Q/(ρgl4)]1/3 � 1
is the aspect ratio, U = ρgδ2l2/η3, V = ρgδ3l2/η3 and W = ρgδ4l2/η3 are velocity scales, P =
ρglδ is the pressure scale, σ is the constant surface tension, ρ is the constant fluid density, and g is the
magnitude of acceleration due to gravity. All viscosities are nondimensionalized with the isotropic
viscosity η3. The lubrication approximation has been used with considerable success in a wide
variety of both Newtonian and non-Newtonian thin-film flow problems [1,32]. Experimental values
of the viscosity η3 = 0.0326 Pa s, volume flux Q = 250–1000 nL s−1, capillary length l = 1.8 mm,
and elastic constant K =6.2–8.2 pN lead to an Ericksen number of Er=η3Q/(lK ) ≈ 550–2900�1,
and so elastic effects can be safely neglected. Our recent work [24,33] shows that the effects
of nematic anchoring (due to the anisotropic component of the nematic surface energy) are also
negligible as the anchoring strength of 5CB is around four orders of magnitude weaker than nematic
surface tension (due to the isotropic component of the nematic surface energy). With the above
scalings and with elastic and anchoring effects neglected, the leading-order component of angular
momentum out of the shear (i.e., the x-z) plane of the flow is zero, and so φ ≡ 0, and the director tilt
angle θ is determined by the balance of moments due to viscous shear stress alignment and electric
field alignment. In order to simplify the model further, we use the fact that two nondimensional
effective viscosities that appear in the full Ericksen-Leslie equations, i.e., η1 + η2 − 2η3 − γ1 and
3η1 + η2 − 4η3 − γ1 + 2η12 sin2 θ , are small for 5CB for all values of θ , and therefore we set them
both to zero. As we shall see, the experimental and theoretical results show good agreement despite
the above assumptions.

With the above assumptions, the nondimensional leading-order conservation of mass equation
and linear momentum equations are a generalization of the standard equations for a thin Newtonian
rivulet [29–31], and are given by

0 = vy + wz, (1)

0 = sin α + [μ1(θ )uz]z, 0 = −p̃y + [μ2(θ )vz]z, 0 = − cos α − p̃z, (2)

where

μ1(θ ) = η1 cos2 θ + η2 sin2 θ + η12 sin2 θ cos2 θ and μ2(θ ) = η2 sin2 θ + η3 cos2 θ (3)

are effective viscosities. The nondimensional leading-order angular momentum equation is given
by

0 = m(θ )uz + ε0�εlV 2

2η3Q
sin 2θU 2

z , (4)
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where m(θ ) = (γ1 + γ2 cos 2θ )/2 is an effective viscosity, and the nondimensional leading-order
equations for the electric potential are

0 = [ε(θ )Uz]z for 0 � z � h and 0 = Uzz for h � z � H, (5)

where ε(θ ) = ε⊥ + �ε sin2 θ and ε0, ε⊥, and �ε are the permittivity of free space, the dielectric
permittivity perpendicular to the director, and the dielectric anisotropy, respectively [23]. The
electric potential gradient Uz can readily be found by solving the equations for the electric potential
subject to the relevant boundary conditions. We now assume that the tilt angle θ can be approximated
by its depth-averaged value, so that

θ (y, z) ≈ θ̂ (y) = 1

h

∫ h

0
θ (y, z)dz, (6)

and then integrate (4) between z = 0 and z = h(y). Solving the conservation of mass equation (1)
and linear momentum equations (2) subject to the relevant boundary conditions then yields

u = sin α

2μ1(θ̂ )
(2h − z)z, v = 0, w = 0, (7)

p = −∂2h

∂y2
+ cos α(h − z), (8)

h =
[ ∫ +a

−a

sin α

3μ1(θ̂ )

(
cosh(ka) − cosh(ky)

k sinh(ka)

)3

dy

]−1/3
cosh(ka) − cosh(ky)

k sinh(ka)
, (9)

0 = m(θ̂ )

μ1(θ̂ )
h + ε0 �εlV 2

sin αη3Q

sin 2θ̂

[ε(θ̂ )(H − h) + h]2
(10)

for 0 < α � π/2, where k = (cos α)1/2, and θ̂ is the depth-averaged tilt angle given by (6). The
height of the free surface of the rivulet (9) takes the same functional form as that of a thin Newtonian
rivulet [29–31] with the balance of moments due to viscous shear stress alignment and electric field
alignment determining the effective rivulet viscosity μ1(θ̂ ). Electrically controlling the effective
rivulet viscosity μ1(θ̂ ) can, therefore, give rise to changes in the height of the rivulet. For given
material and given geometric parameters, the free surface h(y) and the depth-averaged tilt angle
θ̂ (y) can be determined using standard quadrature and root-finding numerical methods from the
coupled integro-algebraic equations (9) and (10).

As mentioned above, the experimental results can be interpreted in terms of the balance of
moments due to viscous shear stress alignment and electric field alignment in the system. In
particular, in the absence of the applied voltage, only viscous shear stress alignment occurs, (10)
reduces to m(θ̂ ) = 0, and the nematic exhibits the well-known flow-alignment behavior [23] with
θ̂ = θL and effective viscosity μ1(θL) = ηL ≈ 0.024 Pa s, where θL is the Leslie angle, as shown in
Fig. 2(c) for V = 0 V. In this special case (9) reduces to the explicit expression for the height of a
thin rivulet of a Newtonian fluid with viscosity ηL, namely,

h =
(

9ηL cos2 α

f (ka) sin α

)1/3
cosh(ka) − cosh(ky)

k sinh(ka)
, (11)

where

f (ka) = 15ka coth3(ka) − 15 coth2(ka) − 9ka coth(ka) + 4 (12)

for 0 < α � π/2. However, in the presence of the applied voltage, the field acts to align the
nematic in the z direction, and the balance of moments gives a fixed director θ̂ and effective
viscosity μ1(θ̂ ) > ηL, as shown in Fig. 2(c) for V = 1000 V. In the limit in which the electric
field alignment is dominant, V → ∞, (10) reduces to θ̂ = π/2, and the director aligns completely
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with the field with effective viscosity μ1(π/2) = η2 ≈ 0.105 Pa s. In this limit (9) reduces to the
explicit expression for the height of a thin rivulet of a Newtonian fluid with viscosity η2 given
by (11) with ηL replaced by η2. Since, as noted previously, η2 > ηL, the maximum value of hmax

occurs in this limit. The maximum difference in viscosity that can be obtained using this system is
�η = η2 − ηL ≈ 0.081 Pa s, i.e., an increase of more than three times the original value. It is also
clear that the extent to which θ̂ approaches the Leslie angle θL increases with the magnitude of Q,
but we find that the change in μ1(θ̂ ) due to this is negligible in the absence of the applied voltage.
However, there is, of course, a significant change in hmax induced by an increasing flow rate due to
the conservation of volume, as shown in Fig. 2(b).

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to quantify the success of the model in describing the competition between moments
due to viscous shear stress alignment and electric field alignment, we varied the applied voltage for
three volume fluxes: Q = 250 nL s−1, Q = 500 nL s−1, and Q = 1000 nL s−1. Solving the coupled
integro-algebraic equations (9) and (10) using the parameter values for 5CB (ρ = 1020 kg m−3,
g = 9.81 m s−2, σ = 0.0326 N m−1, η1 = 0.0204 Pa s, η2 = 0.1052 Pa s, η3 = 0.0326 Pa s, η12 =
−0.0060 Pa s, and γ1 = 0.0777 Pa s) enables us to calculate hmax for the volume fluxes and applied
voltages used in these experiments.

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show a comparison of the experimental results and the values predicted by
the theoretical model for hmax for a range of values of V and Q. Figure 3(a) shows a comparison
of the experimental results (data points) and the values predicted by the theoretical model (lines)
for hmax for Q = 250 nL s−1 (closed squares and dotted lines), Q = 500 nL s−1 (closed diamonds
and dashed lines), and Q = 1000 nL s−1 (closed circles and solid lines) as the applied voltage is
varied from V = 0 V to V = 1000 V. Figure 3(a) also includes the region of hmax values predicted
by the theoretical model taking into account the tolerances of the values of a, α, and H mentioned
earlier. Figure 3(a) shows that as the applied voltage is increased, the maximum height of the free
surface hmax increases, with the experiments and the theoretical model in qualitative agreement.
In the absence of the applied voltage, the increase in value of hmax for increasing values of Q is
due to the conservation of volume, i.e., as the value of Q increases, more liquid is being fed into
the rivulet, and since the rivulet is pinned in the y direction, hmax increases. In the presence of the
applied voltage, the effective viscosity of the rivulet increases, decreasing the fluid velocity, and
hence leading to an increase in the height of the free surface. The change in the effective viscosity
is quantified in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d), which show the minimum value of μ1[θ̂ (y)] across the width
of the rivulet predicted by the theoretical model, denoted by μ1min = μ1[θ̂ (0)], for the same range
of values of V and Q as used in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. In particular, the results shown in
Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) show that the presence of an applied voltage V = 1000 V substantially increases
the effective viscosity of the rivulet, but that the effective viscosity is only weakly dependent on the
value of Q.

Evidently, in Fig. 3(a) for the voltage range 0 V < V � 400 V, the experimentally measured
values of hmax exceed the predictions of the model. One possible cause of this is the presence of
moving defects, which are elongated along the direction of the flow. These defects are evident in
the enhanced experimental images shown in Fig. 4, which were generated from the same original
images as used to create Fig. 2(a) by removing the static backgrounds and enhancing visibility of the
defects by image processing. Specifically, the image processing was performed by calculating the
difference between two consecutive frames of the video and then applying morphological processing
and filtering using MATLAB [26]. In particular, Fig. 4 shows that the number of defects increases as
Q increases, as has been previously reported [34], and, due the annealing of defects by the applied
electric field, the number of defects reduces as V increases. Defects can act as localized isotropic
regions in the nematic with effective viscosity η3, for which ηL < η3 < η2. As previously discussed,
in the absence of the applied voltage, the effective viscosity of the rivulet is ηL and, therefore, the
presence of defects produces an increase in the effective viscosity of the rivulet, increasing the
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FIG. 3. Experimental results (data points) and the values predicted by the theoretical model (lines) for the
maximum height of the free surface hmax (a) plotted as a function of the applied voltage V for Q = 250 nL s−1

(closed squares and dotted line), Q = 500 nL s−1 (closed diamonds and dashed line), and Q = 1000 nL s−1

(closed circles and solid line) and (b) plotted as a function of the prescribed flux Q for V = 0 V (open circles
and dashed line) and V = 1000 V (closed circles and solid line). The inset in (a) shows the experimental
values of hmax for Q = 500 nL s−1 (closed diamonds) and the results of control experiments with propylene
glycol (open black circles) at Q = 275 nL s−1 and LCT 07-1132 (open black squares) at Q = 500 nL s−1. The
gray regions in both (a) and (b) represent the region of hmax values predicted by the theoretical model taking
into account the tolerances of the values of a, α, and H given in the text. The minimum value of μ1[θ̂ (y)]
across the width of the rivulet predicted by the theoretical model μ1min = μ1[θ̂ (0)] (c) plotted as a function of
the applied voltage V for Q = 250 nL s−1 (dotted line), Q = 500 nL s−1 (dashed line), and Q = 1000 nL s−1

(solid line) and (d) plotted as a function of the prescribed flux Q for V = 0 V (dashed line) and V = 1000 V
(solid line). The gray horizontal lines in both (c) and (d) indicate the values of ηL and η2.

experimental value of hmax. However, we note that this defect-induced effect is expected to be less
important at low voltages since η3 ∼ ηL for the parameter values of 5CB [28], which is consistent
with the good agreement at V = 0 V. At intermediate voltages, the effective viscosity of the rivulet
is determined by the balance of moments due to viscous shear stress alignment and electric field
alignment, resulting in a value in a range of effective viscosities from ηL to η2, and the effects of the
defects are hard to discern. At high voltages, there is a noticeable decrease in the number of defects
observed in comparison to the number in the absence of the applied voltage (see the experimental
images shown in Fig. 2(a) for V = 1000 V ). The density of defects has previously been shown to
decrease in the presence of the electric fields [35,36], perhaps explaining the improved agreement
for high voltages.
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FIG. 4. Enhanced experimental images of a top view of the rivulet under different combinations of
the volume flux (Q = 250, 500, and 1000 nL s−1) and the voltage (V = 0 V and V = 1000 V). The white
bidirectional arrow shows the width of the rivulet and the end bars indicate the positions of the pinned contact
lines at y = ±a.

In order to confirm that the increase in free surface height is not due to other effects, for
instance, electrostatic effects, such as dielectrophoresis [37,38], we performed control experiments.
Specifically, we used the same device and rivulet width, and adjusted Q to give similar hmax values
to the 5CB rivulet when the voltages V = 0 V and V = 1000 V are applied, but with different
liquids. One control experiment used a high-permittivity isotropic liquid, namely, propylene glycol
(isotropic permittivity ε = 35) [38], which due to its high permittivity will show if dielectrophoresis
effects are significant in the system, while the other used a negative dielectric anisotropy nematic
liquid crystal material, namely, LCT 07-1132 (�ε = −3.44) [35], which due to its negative dielec-
tric anisotropy will induce a much smaller change in viscosity (namely, from ηL to η1) in response
to the electric field and therefore allows us to discern if any other effects are present. As shown in
the inset in Fig. 3(a), neither control experiment showed an increase in hmax in the presence of the
applied voltage, which is consistent with our conclusion that the increase in free surface height is
not due to electrostatic effects [37,38].

Given the quantitative success of the model at V = 0 V and V = 1000 V, we consider the varia-
tion of hmax with increasing values of the volume flux Q for the voltages V = 0 V and V = 1000 V.
Figure 3(b) shows a comparison of the experimental results (data points) and the values predicted by
the theoretical model (lines) for hmax at V = 0 V (open circles and dashed lines) and V = 1000 V
(closed circles and solid lines) when the volume flux Q was quasistatically increased from 75 to
1000 nL s−1 for a rivulet with semiwidth of 2a = 1.65 ± 0.08 mm. In order to achieve this change
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quasistatically, we allowed for sufficient settling time so that transient changes in the profile hmax

(of between 10 and 25 s) were accounted for and the rivulet had reached equilibrium. Again, as
in Fig. 3(a), Fig. 3(b) also includes the region of hmax values predicted by the theoretical model
taking into account the tolerances of the values of a, α, and H mentioned earlier. In the absence of
the applied voltage V = 0 V and in the presence of a high voltage V = 1000 V, good quantitative
agreement is found between the predictions of the theoretical model and the experimental data.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have demonstrated, both experimentally and theoretically, active control of the
free surface of a rivulet of nematic liquid crystal by local modification of the effective viscosity with
an applied electric field rather than, for instance, electrostatic, dielectrophoretic, or thermal effects.
Control of the free surface was achieved through manipulation of the effective viscosity induced
by the competition of moments due to viscous shear stress alignment and electric field alignment.
The success of this approach opens up possibilities for controlling free surfaces, offering a promis-
ing approach for providing insights into the behavior of reconfigurable free-surface microfluidic
laboratory-on-chip applications. For example, a simple modification of the present experimental
system could be used to study a pinned rivulet with spatially varying width or prescribed meanders,
either of which would enable an investigation of the effects of in situ viscosity changes on the free
surface shape at various positions along the rivulet.

All data supporting this work are provided at [39].
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